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ELYPRO UNVEILS THE BELT ORGANIZER 

Sleek, streamlined belt organizer offers unique storage solutions & clear view of belts 

ELYPRO launched their newest product recently and they have two products to offer in the market. The first one is the so 

called The Belt Organizer, a streamlined belt organizer that displays belts while keeping them neatly and creatively stored. 

The Belt Organizer is the only of its kind in the world to keep belts stored in a compact way that gives its owners a clear 

view of its contents. 

The creative team at Elypro has been hard at work innovating products that 

will simplify day-to-day life, and the patent-pending Belt Organizer is the 

latest invention to come from their workshop. Designed to eliminate clutter 

and reduce the space needed to stow away belts, The Belt Organizer stores 

belts by rolling them up in a slim showcase-style organizer. 

The frame of The Belt Organizer features a highly polished surface and clear 

acrylic storage drawers that let owners see inside. Each organizer features 5 

storage compartments, and The Belt Organizer can even be stacked with other 

units for added storage space. Since the product is designed to be visually 

appealing it can be placed atop a dresser or elsewhere inside a bedroom for 

fast access. Each Organizer can be mounted on the wall, inside or outside the 

closet; it can basically be stored nearly anywhere. 

Each belt drawer rotates out at 180 degrees so that each belt can easily be 

placed or removed. Belts are stored rolled up to save on space while offering 

the opportunity to display belt buckles via the clear acrylic “windows” of The 

Belt Organizer.  

The Belt Organizer melds sophisticated luxury and practicality to solve a 

problem that men and women alike have had for years. By offering a creative 

way to display and store belts, Elypro has answered the call for a dynamic way 

to store belts that is visually appealing and highly functional.  

 

 About ELYPRO  

Elypro is a startup company driven by one goal – to invent and deliver innovative, amazing and effective products that 

make life a bit more simple and a lot more fun.  
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